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FROM THE ACTING PRESIDENT
Hasn’t the weather been interesting
lately? Our Executive Officer, Liesha,
and I speak to each other at least
once a week, and oftentimes the
conversation starts with what the
weather is doing here in Wellington
compared to Melbourne. The other
day when we were talking, it was
about 20 degrees here and about the
same in Melbourne. Liesha was
remarking about how cold it was,
relative to the temperatures in the
30s and 40s recently in Melbourne it
was quite cool for her. I on the other
hand, was remarking about how nice
it was with all the windows and doors
open and being able to wear summer
clothing, and also that Wellington’s
notorious winds were non-existent
for a change. I also remarked how
terrible it was to have to be inside,
while Liesha was closing everything
up to try and keep warm.
If you pair that with the recent
headline news of terrible flooding in
northern parts of Australia and
raging bushfires burning out of
control in New Zealand—it does
seem a little mixed up—but as I said,
it is all relative. So, send some good
thoughts the way of our colleagues in
Townsville for the big dry to start
happening, and to colleagues here in
Nelson that the much-needed rain
comes sooner rather than later.
And now onto our introductions. In
our last newsletter we were able to
introduce two of our new Executive
Committee members, Leone
Nurabsari and Andrew Bradshaw.
This time we are telling you a bit

more about one of our other two new
Executive Committee members, Lisa
Bolton. All four are new to the
Executive Committee, and I thought
it might be nice for everyone to learn
a bit more about them. If you want to
know more about the rest of the
members of the Executive, check out
the website for this and other
information about what we do on the
Committee. And later on in the
newsletter, learn a bit more about
Liesha as she gets to answer her own
five questions this time.

Lisa Bolton
First up is Lisa Bolton, Director of
QILT Research and Strategy at the
Social Research Centre.
What do you
enjoy about your
job?

I’ve been at the
Social Research
Centre for
about four
years after
being in the
tertiary sector
for nearly 30,
and I think I am enjoying the sea
change and having the opportunity
to work with people who are at the
top of their field in terms of research,
evaluation and survey methodology.
I am learning a lot and doing new and
exciting things.
Tell us something about yourself outside
your working life.

I live in a somewhat ramshackle
house with an amazing garden in the
Dandenong Ranges, that I share with

a range of possums, giant
unattractive spiders and the odd bat.
I spend my spare time in my art room
throwing a bit of paint about and
feeling vaguely bohemian.
What got you involved in AAIR?

I’ve been lurking about in the higher
education surveys space since about
2005 and found the AHEEF events a
way to network with colleagues who
were facing all the same issues and
hurdles that I was. Often, survey and
evaluation people in institutions are a
little isolated, and I found this
professional association to be a great
way to recharge and regain my
momentum. I think that AAIR has
claimed this space and is a great way
to work with the sector to make the
QILT surveys as useful as possible for
institutions. It is also a great way to
maintain my professional networks
with people who I think can make a
real difference in the quality of
higher education.
If you could trade places with someone
for a week who might that be and why?

I think I would like to be a healthy
someone with unlimited funds and
spend the weeks eating and drinking
my way through every restaurant in
the south of
France with
windswept and
interesting
people over the
cheese course.
Kathie Rabel
Acting AAIR
President
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EDITORIAL
This is my inaugural editorial for
the AAIR newsletter. I feel
excited undertaking this role,
but at the same time, a bit
anxious and overwhelmed.
While all Australia and New
Zealand universities are ready
for another academic year this
month, it might be also a good
time for reflection. I’d like to
share some words from Nicolas
Tarling’s work on modern
universities: ‘[t]he concept of
the university…was spelled out
in legislation, and Parliament
insisted on the principles of
academic freedom and
institutional autonomy. It
remained for the universities
not only to point to these
guarantees but also to continue
to justify them by their
practice.’(1999, p. 150).
Institutional research is where
universities justify their
teaching, research, and other
practices. For that, the Webber
edited Building Capacity in
Institutional Research and
Decision Support in Higher
Education (see our Book Review
section) would be the most
relevant piece for all of us to
examine our roles, skills and
knowledge and find a focus to
develop/build our capacities.
The second Tuesday of February
(5th Feb) marked the beginning
of a Chinese New Year in the
lunar calendar, and this year is
the year of pig. The pig is the
twelfth of all zodiac animals. In
Chinese culture, pigs are the
symbol of wealth. Their chubby
faces and big ears are also signs
of fortune (as the cover photo
shows). I have used the photo in
the cover page to wish all AAIR
members good fortune and
wealth!
Happy reading!
Lizzie Li

AAIR ANNOUNCEMENT
AAIR has just confirmed that
Charles Darwin University will host
the 2019 SIG Forum at the
Waterfront Campus (Darwin, NT).
Dates and other details of the SIG
Forum will be confirmed shortly.

SECTOR NEWS AND VIEWS
And we’re off …
New Order of Australia recipients with a
present higher and further education or
research role were announced on
Australia Day.
International education contributed
$34bn to the Australian economy,
according to Minister for Education Dan
Tehan, following the release of Bureau of
Statistics December figures for trades in
goods and services. The minister said.
“Over decades of investment, hard work
and the commitment of world-class
scholars, teachers and administrators,
Australia has established a global
reputation as a leader in higher
education.”
First round undergraduate offers via the
Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre
were out last month. The University of
Melbourne was “thrilled that four of our
courses – arts, science, commerce and
biomedicine – are ranked in the top five
most popular courses in Victoria!” What’s
more, enthused UniMelbourne, science,
commerce, biomedicine and design all
had applications from people with 99.9
ATARs, “or higher”!
La Trobe U focused on specific courses
with high “lowest offered” ATARs and
was pleased that 94 of its courses
increased the minimum accepted score.
For more details see Teaching and
Learning section below.
Union calls on UNSW to hold new
research metrics for more consultation.
According to the campus branch of the
National Tertiary Education Union, the
proposed metrics do not account for the
circumstances of individuals and will
generate a status-obsessed “star culture”.
The union proposes another six months
for “meaningful collegial development,”
to “collectively shape the evaluative
principles and approaches to career
development and performance review
that will support our teaching and
research.”

Publishing performance data for
international education agents. The
department is seeking feedback on its
strategy for publishing performance data
for education agents operating in
Australia’s international education system
under the Education Services for
Overseas Students (ESOS) legislative
framework. This delivers on an October
commitment by Education Minister Dan
Tehan. The Department of Education and
Training wants to know what providers
want published in what format and when.
The Policy paper sets out a strategy for
the publication of all education agent
performance data. Agent performance
will be published on-line mid-2019.
Universities Australia has called on the
Morrison Government to reinstate
demand driven funding of undergraduate
places in the budget. UA also calls for
restoration of the $328m December cut in
block grant funding for research
infrastructure and act on calls for a
premium rate to apply for industry-uni
collaboration under the R&D Tax
Incentive scheme.
Central Education Agencies – Spelling the
end of ERO and NZQA? The last issue an
eight-part series looks closely at the key
issues addressed by the taskforce in the
Tomorrow’s Schools Review report. The
taskforce is proposing a shift away from
the current structure. The most radical
proposal in this section is to disestablish
the Education Review Office and the
NZQA. All functions currently carried out
by these agencies would be distributed
across the Ministry of Education, the new
Education Evaluation Office, the Tertiary
Education Commission or the Teaching
Council.
New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern is foreshadowing a major
restructuring of polytechnics and
institutes of technology, which have cost
the Government $100 million in recent
bailouts. In her 'State of the Nation'
speech to a business audience on 8 Feb,
she said Education Minister Chris Hipkins
would announce proposals to reform the
vocational education sector next week.
(Derek Cheng reported in NZ Herald).
This announcement followed PM’s $100m
regional employment scheme to focus on
Māori, Pasifika people Lucy (Bennett
reported in Education Central).
The Tertiary Education Quality and
Standards Agency has released its
Commonwealth required performance
report, based on a survey of higher
education providers and industry and
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student groups. TEQSA reports it has
“achieved” five of six KPIs, but the
percentage of survey respondents rating
the agency’s performance as “good or
excellent” declined on all of them. The
agency explains what it is doing to
address all declines. The agency adds that
its corporate plan improves its case
management model and enhance
consultation on key changes.
The feds have released 2016 research
commercialisation data from universities,
medical research institutes and publiclyfunded research agencies. There is
enough data for there to be good news
for many, but the same names keep
coming up in the top twenties
(descending order) in key categories.
Deakin U is in partnership with NSW’s
Universities Admission Centre to expand
its professional accreditation services.
This system is developed for credentialing
workplace skills for individuals and
businesses.
“The credit and recognition of prior
learning system will leverage UAC’s 30
years of higher education application and
assessment experience with DeakinCo’s
innovative micro-credentialing
programmes.” DeakinCo launched a
certification service in November for the
Australian Marketing Institute, which will
assess applications evidence of
competence in five fields.
UniSA’S VC launches work on a
programme-based structure. The
university is reconfigured “to pivot our
structure and organisation around our
core products. And to organise ourselves
in this fashion.” The senior staff
conference came up with multiple models
of programme-based (generally seven)
operating units working together and,
“the experiment demonstrated that we
can cluster programmes to describe (a)
new structure. The principles provide
boundary conditions for future roles and
responsibilities within that structure,”
Lloyd says.
The Australian Qualifications Framework
review panel is out consulting to ensure
people focus on really wonky questions: is
circulating FAQs on the big-picture issues,
including: social and enterprise skills,
shorter form credentials, and credit
points.
CQU’s new VC Nick Klomp delivered his
inaugural address this week, in which he
explained what a terrific job everybody is
doing. He wants to set-out how the dualsector institution can do a better one – by
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breaking down the “cultural-educational
walls” between higher education and
vocational education and training.
Data Governance
Protecting peoples’ data: private, if not
secret: Certainly, university staff are
trusting, and forgiving, of managements
who hold data. The ANU community
appeared relaxed last year after reports
that the university had been
comprehensively hacked. VC Brian
Schmidt assured everybody no personal
or financial data had been stolen,
suggested staff and students change their
passwords, and that was about that
(CMM July 16). And when UK HR software
provider PageUp announced it was
hacked Australian university clients, U
Tas, Uni Melbourne and Uni Adelaide
were frank and up-front about what
happened (CMM June 8) with no apparent
campus complaints.
Grant & Funding
ANU, AuScope, The Astronomy Australia
(14 unis plus CSIRO), The University of
Adelaide, The University of Queensland
shared the National Collaborative
Research Infrastructure Scheme for six
projects announced by Education Minister
Dan Tehan has announced $10m under.
Cash commitments for James Cook U
medicine. Whoever wins the election,
James Cook U seems assured of hospital
funding in Cairns. Prime Minister Scott
Morrison has $60m for the university to
buy land “and deliver world class medical
research.” The money will allow the
university to move research and
education staff out of Cairns Hospital,
creating space for 150 more beds. But in
an ABC TV interview Mr Morrison added
the state government would need to kick
in $90m more.
Health Minister Greg Hunt announced
$10m for the National Phenome Centre,
located Murdoch University and involving
all the WA universities. It is, “set to
revolutionise the diagnosis, prevention
and precision treatment of numerous
medical conditions.” The money comes
from the Medical Research Future Fund
which is no nowhere near its $20bn
capital target but is already a successwhat with the announcements it makes
possible for ministers.
Rankings and ratings
Staffers at rankings compiler QS have a
new paper setting out why rankings
(including their own) are based on good
data, provide a much-needed service, and
will be increasingly consulted. And they

address a common complaint, that the
use of surveys as a factor in rating
institutions makes outcomes subjective;
“one survey is subjective, as is one
citation, but when measuring five years’
worth of results, fluctuations can be
smoothed out to provide the most
reliable outcome.” To help against this
they propose four “visualisations,” that,
“unpack the richer information that lies
behind each headline indicator.”
Education Economics (Vol. 27 (1), pp 75-92)
publishes an article “Sensitivity of
university rankings: implications of
stochastic dominance efficiency analysis”.
Pinar and Milla summarise “to create their
rankings, university-ranking agencies
usually combine multiple performance
measures into a composite index.
However, both rankings and index scores
are sensitive to the weights assigned to
performance measures. This paper uses a
stochastic dominance efficiency
methodology to obtain two extreme,
case-weighting vectors using the
Academic Ranking of Worldwide
Universities (ARWU) and Times Higher
Education (THE) data, both of which lead
to the highest and lowest index outcomes
for the majority of universities. Both
composite scores and rankings are very
sensitive to weight variations, especially
for middle- and low-ranked universities”.
Three Australian schools make the first
bized ranking of the year, from the (UK)
Financial Times. The Melbourne Business
School is 61 (66 last year) in the world and
UNSW’s Australian Graduate School of
Management, (long part of the business
faulty) is 63 (up from 70). They are joined
by Macquarie U’s Graduate School of
Management, un-rated last year, 49th in
2o17 and now 74th in the world.
Spain’s research council has released the
first of its two 2019 rankings of 11 995
universities, which is measured by www
presence and visibility. The CSIC’ results
are generally in-line with other rankings,
at least for top performing institutions.
University of Melbourne, at 55 (60 in last
August’s edition), followed by UNSW at
63, UQ at 66, UniSyd at 72, ANU at 77.
Monash U at 88 rounds out the locals in
the global top 100.
Six Senators Question 'U.S. News'
Rankings. U.S. News & World
Report unveiled changes in its
methodology that it said placed much
more emphasis than in the past on social
mobility. Many critics were
unimpressed, noting that the same elite
institutions (which largely educate
students who are upper and middle class)
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remained on the top of the rankings. Now
six U.S. senators have joined the
discussion, sending an unusual joint
letter to U.S. News urging it to change its
methodology.
Wonkhe offers a welcome counterweight
to the harsh realities of the real rankings
with an entirely made up league table
featuring fictional universities from
movies, books and TV (or some other
entertaining purpose).
Staff and Student Wellbeing
Showing Love and Respect: Eight Ways
We Improved Access and Support for
Transfer Students. With the decline of
traditional student populations,
postsecondary institutions are
increasingly targeting transfer students as
a new enrolment stream. Todd Rinehart
(Vice Chancellor for Enrolment, University
of Denver) suggested that it’s important
to develop unique strategies to recruit
and retain these learners.
Sleep Pod Companies Want to Disrupt
Naps on Campus. As wellness and antistress campaigns become more popular
on U.S. college campuses, some
institutions are responding by giving
students a more comfortable place to
catch some z’s: in space age-looking sleep
pods. Already a handful of colleges and
universities—and even high schools—
have made room for the devices, which
can go for anywhere from $8,000 to
$13,000. The University of Miami,
Wesleyan University, Stanford University,
Washington State University and more
have all debuted sleep pods in libraries,
health centres and other spots on
campus.
International News
Jisc and the Higher Education Statistics
Agency (HESA) are in talks to “integrate”
from Wonkhe (January 14), On the face of
it, a star-crossed combination of the
sector’s two “data people” makes sense,
blending innovation, reputation, and
integrity for the benefit of us all, but the
history tells us that the course of
integration may not always run smooth.
The complexities of the two
organisations, their structure, liabilities,
and assets…will take a huge amount of
discussion just to agree on a structure,
vision, and name.
Letter from Australia: stick or carrot? Julie
Hare analyses the latest documents on
performance-based funding policy in
Australia. Performance-based funding has
taken a step closer to becoming reality
after the federal government released a
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discussion paper and named a working
party just before Christmas. The problem
is that it is hard to find any evidence that
any of this is true.

BIG DATA, ONLINE
LEARNING, ANALYTICS &
TECHNOLOGY
ARDC suggests Australia spends $1bn pa
on clinical trials. So, the Australian
Research Data Commons ,in cooperation
with CSIRO, wants to encourage a
“nationally supported approach to data
storage, enhanced access, curation,
provenance, standards, analysis, sharing
and reward systems.”
“Utilizing early engagement and machine
learning to predict student outcomes” by
Gray and Perkins will publish in April issue
of Computer & Education (Vol. 131, p2232). Abstract: This paper examines the
literature surrounding current methods
and measures in use in Learning
Analytics. While tools are available, they
do not focus on earliest possible
identification of struggling students. Our
work defines a new descriptive statistic
for student attendance and applies
modern machine learning tools and
techniques to create a predictive model.
We demonstrate how students can be
identified as early as week 3 (of the Fall
semester) with approximately 97%
accuracy. We, furthermore, situate this
result within an appropriate pedagogical
context to support its use as part of a
more comprehensive student support
mechanism.

LEARNING & TEACHING
In the First round of undergraduate offers
via the Victorian Tertiary Admissions
Centre last month, a number of
universities did not mention ATARs.
Deakin U pointed to the University’s first
in Australia rankings for exercise and
nutrition science on the Academic
Ranking of World Universities. Victoria U
stated that offers were up 3 per cent,
“clear evidence that VU’s remarkable
transformation, particularly through the
block model method of teaching and
learning, is attracting more students than
ever before.” Swinburne U reported offers
for its suite of professional degrees (they
include a work placement) are up 100.
Swinburne added that it rated 3rd in state
for student satisfaction on the Quality
Indicators for Learning and Teaching.

Looking to the Student-Centered Future
of Higher Education . Louis Soares (Chief
Learning and Innovation Officer,
American Council on Education)
discussed, as learning innovations move
beyond traditional colleges and
universities, higher education must
consciously define its value and revise its
structures accordingly to best
accommodate learners’ needs.
Shining the Limelight on Soft Skills: The
Importance of Adopting Common
Assessment Frameworks: Three senior
leaders of Southern New Hampshire
University argued that though soft skills
are important for professionals in all
industries, postsecondary institutions
have been slow to integrate them into
academic curricula.

GRADUATE OUTCOMES
AND EMPLOYABILITY
Graduate employment is up, but finding a
job can still take a while. In early 2018,
about four months after completing an
undergraduate course, 73% of new
graduates who were looking for full-time
employment had found it. This continues
a positive trend since the low point of
68% in 2014. However, it is still a poor
result by historical standards, the gender
gap has widened, and employers are
generally satisfied with the quality of
Australian graduates.
Employer satisfaction with university
graduates has hit its highest level ever,
while graduates enjoy their best job
prospects in four years. The 2018
Employer Satisfaction Survey shows 85
per cent of employers are satisfied with
the skills graduates bring to their roles,
including teamwork and communication.
Also released in January 11, the 2018
Graduate Outcomes Survey shows more
than seven in 10 university graduates are
in full-time work a short four months out
of university. This increases to nine in 10
three years out from graduation. The
same survey shows median salaries are
also on the rise – at $61,000 for workers
with an undergraduate degree and
$83,000 for those with postgraduate
coursework qualifications.
Evangeline Tsibris Cummings (Assistant
Provost and Director of UF Online,
University of Florida) contributed a piece,
“Reasserting the Vision of the Land-Grant
University with Employer Pathways” in
the Evolllution, “establishing pathway
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partnerships with employers strengthens
the accessibility-focused mission of landgrant institutions while creating
opportunities for the institution to grow
programming across a number of
verticals”.

RESEARCH
Breaking down the barriers to researchFrom HRECs to local authorities, health
and medical researchers face a
proliferation of hurdles before they can
get down to business – but it doesn’t have
to be that way according to health
scientist Dr Uma Srinivasan. Dr Srinivasan
is an adjunct professor at Western Sydney
University – and formerly Principal
Research Scientist at CSIRO and a project
director at Prince of Wales Hospital
Group. She made an extensive
contribution to the latest DHCRC report
Flying Blind, Australian Researchers and
Digital Health Australian Health Data
Series: Volume 2, which puts the spotlight
on how researchers access and use data
for health and medical research. Some of
findings and discussions might be helpful
for IR professions in data governance and
security.
O’Meara and her team conducted a
randomized control study to improve
equity in how work is taken up, assigned
and rewarded in academic departments.
This project involves 17 departments and
an additional 13 control departments
across different institution types in
Maryland, North Carolina and
Massachusetts. Attributing their results to
a "spillover effect" from the workload
dashboard in particular, the authors wrote
that transparency "increases sense of
accountability and trust between
members and leaders, facilitates
perceptions of procedural and distributive
justice, and leads to greater
organizational commitment.
Departments that routinely make data on
faculty activities accessible are likely to
promote perceptions that workloads are
transparent and fair.”
First phase of the study, “Undoing
disparities in faculty workloads: A
randomized trial experiment”, was
published recently in PLOS ONE.
Zipin and Brennan propose four actions to
defend balanced teaching-research work.
“the combination of research and
teaching is a unique way that universities
contribute to social advancements.
Research is an invaluable connector
between academics, students, and local-

global communities, which need
sustaining so that all can benefit.”
Student Retention and Success
January marked one-year that Lisa
Meehan, Gail Pacheco & Zoe Pushon
published the results of their study
“Explaining ethnic disparities in bachelor’s
degree participation: evidence from NZ”,
Studies in Higher Education. Their research
examined the underachievement of Māori
and Pasifika relative to Europeans in NZ.
Using linked administrative data, authors
followed a cohort from school through to
young adulthood to assess the relative
contributions of prior academic
performance, socioeconomic status, and
parental education to these gaps. Results
suggested that ethnic-based policies
aimed at encouraging participation are
likely to have a limited effect if used in
isolation, and signal the need for policy
interventions earlier in the education
system. Something interesting to read
and follow for those who are interested in
the topic by using individual-level data
from Statistics NZ’s Integrated Data
Infrastructure (IDI).

ON THE MOVE
Geoffrey Crisp moves to DVC Academic
at the University of Canberra.
Julie Cogin is leaving the University of
Queensland for RMIT, where she will
become VP and PVC Business.
Noel Lindsay is the new Dean of the
University of Adelaide Business School
and will continue in his PVC
Entrepreneurship role. John Williams, the
former Dean of Law, PVC research
operations and dean of graduate studies,
is moving to Executive Dean of
Professions.
Victor Pantano will join the Digital Health
CRC as CEO next month. He leaves the
University of Canberra where he is
associate VP, innovation and strategy.
Lisa Harvey-Smith joins UNSW as
professor of practise in science
communication. The university will also
host her role as the Commonwealth’s
women in STEM ambassador.
Catherine Itsiopolous leaves her role as
head of the school of allied health La
Trobe U. She is moving to Murdoch U to
become PVC of the college covering
science, health, engineering and
education.

Ruth Shean is the new chair of the
estimable National Centre for Vocational
Education Research. Dr Shean is a public
servant, most recently DG of the WA
Department of Training and Workforce
Development.
Murdoch U VC Eeva Leinonen is new
chair of the Innovative Research
Universities lobby. The chair rotates
among IRU members.
ANU’s Lyndall Strazdins is the new
director of the university’s Research
School of Population Health.
Michael Adams has started as dean of
law at the University of New England. He
left the Western Sydney U.
Lisa Harvey-Smith joins UNSW as
professor of practise in science
communication. The university will also
host her role as the Commonwealth’s
women in STEM ambassador.
Louise Hickson moves up to associate
dean – external engagement for the
Faculty of Health and Behavioural
Sciences at UoQ. She has been the head
of the university’s School of Health and
Rehabilitation Sciences.
Former race discrimination commissioner
Tim Soutphommasane has joined the
University of Sydney as a professor of
practice in sociology and political theory.
The Australian Research Data Commons
has two new independent directors.
Anne-Marie Lansdown (Universities
Australia) and Toni Moate (CSIRO).
Yves Bréchet is joining Monash U’s
engineering faculty part-time, following
six years as France’s high commissioner
for atomic energy and alternative
energies.
Vice Chancellor Linda Kristjanson
announces administration changes at
Swinburne U. Incoming VP strategy and
innovation Richard Bolt will lead
strategy, commercial, business analytics,
campus spaces, audit and risk teams, plus
government, legal and integrity. New VP
and chief financial officer Nancy Collins
heads finance, information technology,
and facilities and services. Helene
Hofman will be the new deputy comms
director.
Renee Hindmarsh will become the South
Australian government’s Training
Advocate next month.
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RUN welcomes Prof Helen Barlett, ViceChancellor of Federation University
Australia as its new network Chair.
Kevin Ashford-Rowe moves from
Australian Catholic U in Sydney to
become PVC for digital learning at QUT.
Carolyn Evans has started as VC at
Griffith U. With her appointment, the
genders of university VCs in Queensland
are now in balance.

REPORTS AND RESOURCES
Research England has published a
consultation on the proposed Knowledge
Exchange Framework (KEF). This first
iteration will rely on data that is already
collected, with the addition of short
narratives in two areas where the metrics
alone are insufficient. Providers will be
clustered in peer groups and
benchmarked against performance in
their cluster. The launch of KEF
recognisesuniversities as important
economic actors. Tamsin Mann, Head of
Policy at PraxisAuril, commented that
“University leaders are likely to consider
KEF outcomes, alongside the Teaching
Excellence and Research Excellence
Frameworks (TEF and REF), as the
combined reflection of a university’s
strengths in teaching and graduate
employment, research impact, regional
economic importance, national standing,
and international reach and reputation.”
Barbeques and black armbands:
Australians’ attitudes to Australia Day.
Darren Pennay (Social Research Centre)
and Frank Bongiorno (ANU) explained
questions on Wave 22 of Life in
AustraliaTM to ascertain community
attitudes to having our national day of
celebration – Australia Day – on the 26th
of January.
The survey questions were not designed
simply to explore whether Australians are
in favour of or opposed to changing the
date of our national day. Questions were
also asked, among those opposed to 26
January as our national day, to measure
support for other days/dates, and,
importantly, to try to better understand
the aspects of our culture and heritage
that are most strongly associated with
Australia Day.

Wonkhe Weekly podcast: UCAS,
apprenticeships, youthquake
With Gemma Long, Quality Assurance
and Engagement Manager for QAA
Wales, Luke Myer, Vice President
Academic at Edge Hill University
Students' Union, and Wonkhe's associate
editor, Jim Dickinson, the panel discusses
UCAS data on acceptances and offermaking. We also tackle degree
apprenticeships, new research on student
political attitudes, and the latest from our
contributors.

BOOK REVIEWS

Higher education in the digital age:
moving academia online
Edited by Annika Zorn, Jeff Haywood
and Jean-Michel Glachant

Building Capacity in Institutional
Research and Decision Support in
Higher Education
Edited by Karen Webber
This book examines the relevant roles,
skills and knowledge needed to build the
institutional research capacity across the
higher education sector globally. The
information contained herein will inform
IR practitioners, senior level institution
officials, and higher education scholars.
With a focus on building the capacity of
the IR profession, this book’s primary
audiences include senior leaders who wish
to introduce or strengthen their
understanding for effective decision
support and staff members who are
currently in decision support units and
those who wish to serve in this capacity.
Through a broad discussion about the
roles and skills of the practitioners, this
book will also enumerate the ways in
which decision support practitioners can
be valued contributors in shaping the
future decisions and direction of specific
institutions and higher education broadly.

The European higher education sector is
moving online, but to what extent? Are
the digital disruptions seen in other
sectors of relevance for both academics
and management in higher education?
How far are we from fully seizing the
opportunities that an online transition
could offer? This insightful book presents
a broad perspective on existing academic
practices, and discusses how and where
the move online has been successful, and
the lessons that can be learned.

Rankings and Global Knowledge
Governance
Tero Erkkilä & Ossi Piironen

8
Higher education and innovation policies
are today seen as central elements in
national economic competitiveness,
increasingly measured by global rankings.
The book analyses the evolution of
indicator-based global knowledge
governance, where various national
attributes have been evaluated under
international comparative assessment.
This book argues that while rankings are
becoming more numerous and
fragmented, the new knowledge
products, nevertheless, tend to reproduce
ideas and practices existing in the field of
global measurement.
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office or some other source. Despite
formidable challenges, IR functions have
begun to leverage big data and unlock the
power of predictive tools and techniques,
contributing to improved student
outcomes.

Outsourcing Student Success: The
History of Institutional Research and
the Future of Higher Education
Joseph H. Wycoff

The Analytics Revolution in Higher
Education
Edited by Jonathan S. Gagliardi, Amelia
Parnell and Julia Carpenter-Hubin
In this era of “Big Data,” institutions of
higher education are challenged to make
the most of the information they have to
improve student learning outcomes, close
equity gaps, keep costs down, and
address the economic needs of the
communities they serve at the local,
regional, and national levels. This book
helps readers understand and respond to
this “analytics revolution,” examining the
evolving dynamics of the institutional
research (IR) function, and the many
audiences that institutional researchers
need to serve. Internal and external
stakeholders demand more forecasting
and more evidence than ever before.
These demands require new and creative
responses, as they are added to previous
demands, rather than replacing them, nor
do they come with additional resources to
produce the analysis to make data into
actionable improvements. Thus the IR
function must become that of teacher,
ensuring that data and analyses are
accurate, timely, accessible, and
compelling, whether produced by an IR

Outsourcing Student Success asks
important questions about the future of
higher education in light of this
interdependency: How have scholars of
higher education coped with the inherent
conflict of interest in their scholarship?
How have faculty in higher education
used and abused the entitlement to write
the scholarship about their own affairs?
Outsourcing Student Success brings to
light the troubled history of institutional
research over the past one hundred years,
providing a lens through which to
examine how the conservatism and
conflicts of interest among faculty
scholars has diverted the course of
knowledge accumulation for what works
for American higher education and its
administration.

POSITIONS VACANT

TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT
See our Training and Development
webpage focused on training for
institutional researchers.

Higher Education Information
Management System (HEIMS).
Visit the HEIMSHELP Training page with
details of the training resources that are
available to help you meet reporting and
verification deadlines.

HAVE YOU DREAMED OF?
Have you dreamed of adding
something unique to your credentials
and becoming an MIT-certified
Pirate? Yes. The chance is here now
if you are an UG student and pass
courses in sailing, fencing, pistols
and archery, you can receive such a
certificate at MIT!

HIGHER EDUCATION
CONFERENCES AND EVENTS
Here is a selection of upcoming events that
may be of interest. See our Events/Fora
webpage for more national and
international events.
Data Science Melbourne
This is a group for anyone interested in
'Data Science'. We are not quite sure what
the exact definition of a Data Scientist is,
but if you deal with something generally
related to converting data into useful
insight then you will hopefully benefit from
joining the group. Please follow the link to
join in the group and follow the events
posted on Meetup.

9
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Universities Australia Higher Education
Conference

This one-day program features a series of
case studies from leading organisations that
are leveraging data for good.
2019 Student Service Centres
Conference

27 February – 1 March 2019
National Convention Centre, Canberra,
ACT
The 2019 conference theme Degrees of
Change will explore the role that
universities play in securing Australia’s
prosperity, and will provide opportunity to
consider the social and economic
contribution that universities make to society at
a local, national and global level. The conference
plenary sessions will include strong
representation from universities, government,
business and industry both locally and
internationally.

Learning Analytics & Knowledge
Conference (LAK)

1–3 May 2019
Bond University, Gold Coast, QLD
Conference Theme: The Changing Face of
Service Delivery – Channels, Bots & KPI’s.
To remain competitive, what does this
mean for future service delivery and
student support? How do we leverage
technology without impacting on staff
resourcing?

28th National VET Research Conference
'No Frills'
10–12 July 2019
Adelaide, SA

Convenor: National Centre for Vocational
Education Research (NCVER).
'No Frills' is a well-known annual national
conference where researchers and
practitioners in the vocational education
and training (VET) sector come together to
present, discuss and share information
about key issues confronting the sector.
The 2019 conference will be held in
Adelaide, South Australia. Further details
will be released later.
41st Annual EAIR Forum

2019 AIR FORUM

4–8 4–8 March 2019
Tempe, Arizona, USA

25–28 August 2019
The Netherlands

Organised by the Society for Learning
Analytics Research (SoLAR) is an
interdisciplinary network of leading
international researchers who are exploring
the role and impact of analytics on
teaching, learning, training and
development.

The 41st Annual EAIR Forum 2019 will be
hosted by the Leiden University, the
Netherlands.

Data4Good Conference

28–31MAY 2019
Denver, Colorado, USA
The AIR Forum, the Association's annual
conference, is the world’s largest gathering
of higher education professionals working
in institutional research, assessment,
planning, and related postsecondary
education fields.

The theme of the 2019 EAIR Leiden Forum
is “RESPONSIBILITY OF HIGHER
EDUCATION SYSTEMS: WHAT? WHY?
HOW?”
Call for paper submissions is now open!
HERDSA Conference 2019

5th International Conference on Higher
Education Advances

28 March 2019
Sydney, Australia
This inspirational day will offer tangible
insights and creative approaches from
speakers who are using data for positive
change across industries including the
environment, health, communities and
much more.

26—28 June 2019
Valencia, Spain
The Fifth International Conference on
Higher Education Advances (HEAd'19) is an
excellent forum for researchers and
practitioners to exchange ideas,
experiences, opinions and research results
relating to the preparation of students,
teaching/learning methodologies and the
organization of educational systems.

2–5 July 2019
Auckland, New Zealand
The theme for the conference is Next
Generation, Higher Education: Challenges,
Changes and Opportunities.
STARS Conference

10
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7–10 July 2019
Melbourne, Australia

The STARS conference provides the
opportunity to disseminate and discuss
current research, good practice, emerging
initiatives and leading-edge ideas that are
aimed at enhancing students’ tertiary
learning experiences.

Our new quarterly breakfast briefing helps
you stay ahead of the biggest trends and
most important innovations in the data
industry. Featuring guest speakers,
roundtable discussions and networking
opportunities; all before lunch.
Data Governance Workshop

EPHEA/NAEEA Biennial Conference

24–27 November 2019
University of Wollongong, Australia
Equity Practitioners in Higher Education in
Australasia (EPHEA) and National
Association of Enabling Educators in
Australia (NAEEA) is pleased to host the
2019 themed “Enabling Excellence through
Equity” from Sunday 24 to Wednesday 27
November 2019 at the University of
Wollongong Innovation Campus.

9 April 2019
London
Businesses are striving to drive more insight
and value out of personal data without
falling foul of data protection legislation. In
this workshop, Simon Blanchard from data
protection consultancy Opt-4, will help you
build the framework that makes it possible
to achieve your commercial aims worryfree.

This educational conference aims to
promote the aims of both the organisations
and bring practitioners from equity and
enabling together.

INSTITUTIONAL
RESEARCHER’S CORNER

Data Strategy Workshop

Five quick questions with
Liesha Northover, AAIR
Executive Officer

Want to put theories about data strategy
into practice? This one-day workshop gives
attendees the opportunity to create their
own draft data strategy based on the
friendly, no-nonsense guidance of Samir
Sharma.
Photo by Kalen Emsley on Unsplash

What is your job title?
I am an independent contractor and my
job title with AAIR is: AAIR Executive
Officer. I also have other job titles for the
different roles I hold with other clients.

Tell us about your role with AAIR.
26 March 2019
London

I’ve now worked under three Presidents,
one Acting President, two Secretaries,
one Acting Secretary, and three
Treasurers—at least I think my math is
correct—and I’m still here.
The Association has seen so many
changes since those earlier days in terms
of systems and processes, policies,
procedures, information management,
portfolios, strategic planning,
communications, website and social
media channels. I feel proud to have
contributed to much of this growth and
development, and I look forward to the
Association continuing to thrive and offer
value to its members.

Where did you work before AAIR?

26 February 2019
London

Data Briefing Q1

not sure what had happened in the time
immediately preceding Josie stepping
into the President role, but records were
somewhat scarce and scattered. My first
task was to collate a handful of
spreadsheets from various authors and
identify the AAIR membership. My
second task was to maintain the existing
website and begin working on a design
brief for a new website. We are now onto
our third website since I began almost ten
years ago, and don’t they just keep
getting better and better! Yes, that was a
statement not a question.

I first started working for AAIR when Josie
Palermo was President back in 2009. It
was a very different world back then. I’m

I started my career in the higher
education space as a desktop publisher in
the Curriculum and Program
Development department at Box Hill
Institute. In the seven years I worked at
the Institute, I was also an editor,
sessional teacher, and ultimately PLR1
Coordinator, where I managed the
development of learner and trainer
resources at the Institute. I also co-ran
writing workshops for the teachers. From
there I moved into my beloved role of
APQN2 Administrator at the Australian
Universities Quality Agency (AUQA)
under the leadership of David
Woodhouse. During this time, I also did
some consulting with other quality
assurance networks, namely the Arab
Network for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education, and the International Network
for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher
Education. At the sad closing of AUQA, I
had a short-lived position with TEQSA3 as
the International Liaison Officer, before
going completely solo and running my
own business from home, of which AAIR
is one of my clients. I love my laptop
lifestyle, as it affords me the flexibility to
lead a well-balanced life.
I’d love to connect with you on LinkedIn.
Come find me!
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1 Premier

Learning Resources
Asia-Pacific Quality Network
3 Tertiary Education Quality and
Standards Agency
2

Tell us something about yourself
outside your working life.
I love writing, gardening and traveling.
While I love creative writing as a hobby, I
also find it creeping into my work.
Writing
I regularly attend a local writing class to
keep my creative brain engaged and
entertained. I enjoy writing and have had
a few things published over the years,
though not so much recently. In class, I’ve
learned new words like assonance,
consonance and alliteration. This year I’m
discovering other poetic devices, such as
euphony, metonymy and paradox (The
hurrier I go the behinder I get). I love the
written word and enjoy reading as well.
What’s on my bedside table right now?
Eats, Shoots and Leaves, by Lynne Truss.
Gardening
Having recently moved from a city block
to a country block I thought, ‘what do I do
with all this land?’ I know, enrol part time
in a horticulture course! And so, I did.
Now on top of enjambment, stanza and
epigram, I’m learning words like
Tristaniopsis laurina, Rosaceae, lanceolate
and pinnatifid. The brain swells!
Travelling
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travels since that time— have been in Asia
and the Middle East, with the occasional
Pacific Island hop.
I’m working my way towards eligibility for
the Travelers’ Century Club, and I’m
progressing well. There are two criterion
that I especially grasped hold of:
1. ‘After consideration as to how long
one must have stayed in a country or
territory to qualify, it was decided that
even the shortest visit would suffice
— even if only a port-of-call, or a
plane fuel stop, provided that you
disembark from your aircraft, ship, or
vehicle and set foot in the territory.’
That gave me one extra country that I
wouldn’t normally have included.

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
Issue 3, March 2019
A great way to get involved with the
AAIR community is to share your
thoughts and ideas. Do you have
something you would like to share with
your IR colleagues? The next newsletter
will be published in late March Please
send your contributions to the
editor@aair.org.au by 11 March 2019.
A reminder about the organisations’
social media links to keep you up-todate and in touch with all the latest
news and events.

2. ‘Although some are not actually
countries in their own right, they have
been included because they are
removed from the parent country.’
Therefore, Tasmania is also included in
the list as a separate country! Bazinga!
Thanks to you Tassie 😊 I’m nearly
halfway there.

AAIR on Twitter @AAIRaustralasia

Complete this statement: In my
role, I can’t operate effectively
without …
…my Nespresso machine, coffee pods
and milk frother! I would be equally lost
without the AAIR membership and the
dedicated team at the top, the Executive
Committee.

Connect with Liesha on LinkedIn

Lizzi Li
Editor, The Institutional Researcher

DISCLAIMER

My international travelling career began
at 21 years young when I moved to the UK
for a couple of years and travelled
extensively through Europe and
Scandinavia. My love of Asia was born
while working for APQN, and all my
travels during that time—and most of my

The opinions expressed in this newsletter
are those of the individual
writers/authors and not necessarily
those of AAIR or the institutions that
make up the AAIR membership.

